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The Human Rights of the Retarded 

A paper presented to the Kennedy Foundation Scientific Symposium 
October 16, 1971 

Nicholas Hobbs 
Provost, Vanderbilt University 

Nashville, Tennessee 

To address ourselves produc.t. ively to the complex questions 

involved in defining the human rights of the retarded, we need 

some guiding criteria to which we can refer from time to time to 

assess the wisdom or validity of any particular action or proposed 

action. We should be able to test the goodness of fit between 

specific proposals and some more general set of assumptions about 

human rights and responsibilities. Although any particular case 

will involve surprises or vexing incongruities, to be dealt with 

as best we can, we might move with greater confidence, comrrrunicat

ion, and accord than if we treat each case as a unique event to be 

interpreted from a number of unexpressed, .unexamined, and perhaps 

contradictory sets of assumptions. The case of Deborah, now before 

us, invites such an effort to define assumptions. 

I assume that the rights of the retarded are in no way dist

inct from the rights of all individuals. I regard as a fundamental 

good the exercise of competence, the development of capacity, and 

the full expression of one's humanness. But the' exercise of com

petence is not an unlimited right; concern for the common good 

must be weighed in every equation of choice. The difficult task 

in any particular situation is to strike a sensible balance between 
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the two. In the exercise of individual competence, the common good 

may often be advanced. However, there are obviously many circum

stances when the common good requires limiting the exercise of 

individual capacities. There is nothing new in this concept but 

there may be some merit in identifying the source of conflict in 

deciding what to do in specific cases. 

A human competence of fundamental importance is the capacity 

to reproduce. Exercise of this competence is essential to the 

survival of the species. It can be a source of great individual 

satisfaction. The exercise of sexual competence serves this end. 

Another competence of fundamental importance is the capacity 

to establish affectional ties, to form enduring relationships with 

an opposite sex partner, and thus to build enduring family group

ings. The exercise of sexual competence serves this end as well. 

We often have difficulty in making decisions about the exercise 

of sexual competence by the retardate because of a long establish

ed cultural tradition, buttressed by theological doctrine, that 

makes procreation the only legitimate end of sexual behavior. 

Although this tradition is fading fast in Western Society, its 

demise speeded by education, overpopulation, and improvements in 

birth control methods, we still tend to invoke the doctrine when 

making decisions affecting the retarded. "The capacity for 

responsible sexuality" means essentially the ability to care for 

and support offspring. We have a double standard in this matter, 
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one for ourselves and one for the retarded. We limit the exercise 

of competence in procreation but do so in a way that also limits 

the exercise of competence in sexuality. This is evident in our 

choice of institutionalization as the preferred method for prevent

ing procreation by the retarded; the incidence of institutionali

zation of the retarded peaks sharply at puberty. We thus effective

ly deny the retarded not only the right to procreation but also to 

the exercise of sexuality in the interest both of immediate satis

faction and of enduring affectional ties and membership in stable 

social units. 

I would argue that most retardates have a right to full 

affectional relationships, including marriage, but without unlimit

ed right to reproduce. And I would argue further that none of us 

has any longer the unlimited right to reproduce . We are already 

experiencing the insult to the expression of human capacity that 

comes with overpopulation. We are already living what Garrett 

Hardin calls "The Tragedy of the Commons." (Insert quotation) 

These observations force the question: Should we have one level 

of permissible reproduction rate for the normal and another for 

the retarded? I tm..1st say I am not at all sure, and for several 

reasons. 

From time to time over the- years, thoughtful and responsible 

people have advanced the proposition that the quality of human 

stock is being debased by allowing people of inferior intelligence 
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to reproduce. Professor Shockley of Stanford is a contemporary 

spokesman .in this tradition. He properly calls attention to the 

well established negative correlation between intelligence and 

family size, a correlation of approximately -.30. This relation

ship should manifest itself in a gradual lowering of the intelli

gence level of unselected population from generation to generation. 

But the intelligen~e of populations over time have not fulfilled 

these expectations. For example, the famous study of the entire 

population of ·Scotland in ________________ and in 

revealed a distinct and -------------------
significant increase in the average level of intelligence of the 

people. 

Part of the increase in intelligence in the Scotish populat

ion may doubtlessly be attributed to cultural changes, to better 

nutrition and to enriched environments. But genetic factors are 

at play as well. The fact is that most mentally retarded people 

manifest a distinct reproductive inadequacy, while normal and 

gifted people are good producers whose reproduction rates are 

governed by factors other than their genetic capacity to reproduce. 

While many mental retardates manifest a reproductive dis

advantage, a number, on the other hand, are remarkably good 

producers. As a matter of fact, they are positively florid in 

their reproductive achievements. The fact that populations do 

not drift downwards in intelligence while the correlation between 

·,. 
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family size and intelligence hover around -.30 (known as "Cattell's 

Paradox") results from a simple sampling error. The several stud

ies establishing this correlation used samples defined by the 

presence of at least one retarded child; omitted from the samples 

were the "zero" children adults. Actually most retarded adults 

are deficient not only in intelligence but also in reproductive 

capacity. 

On the other hand, a number of retardates do reproduce and 

some are extremely effective in the exercise of this competence-

and they tend strongly to bear retarded children. The probability 

of two normal adults having a retarded child is relatively low ( ), 

The probability of one retarded parent and one normal parent having 

a retarded child is quite high ( ). And the probability of both 

parents retarded having a retarded child is very high ( ). There 

is a widespread belief that eugenic measures would not decrease the 

incidence of mental retardation in society. This belief seems to 

be ill-founded. The surest way to decrease the incidence of mental 

retardation would be to sterilize all retarded people. Of some 

3,000,000 (?) mentally retarded(?), only 500,000 are produced by 

normal unions, the rest, or 2,500,000 are produced by unions in 

which mental retardation is present. The big question, of course, 

is whether individual rights and the common good would be served 

by such a draconian measure. I think they probably would not. 

The question of mandatory sterilization of the mentally retard

ed raises the interesting question of who should be restricted in 
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the practice of competence in reproduction. Why select the 

mentally retarded for such treatment? Will the common good be 

sufficiently served by this intrusion into the exercise of humane 

competence to justify the action? I think not. Most mentally 

retarded people are amiable citizens. Our society can afford 

them, especially if it provides good homes and training up to 

their capacity. Why should they,~~ group, be selected for this 

acute deprivation? 

To my taste, other groups in society would be better candidates 

for mandatory sterilization if we are going to balance individual 

rights and the common good. Far more dangerous to the quality of 

our life or even the survival of our species are those hostile and 

bellicose individuals who appear on the public scene from time to 

time, in places high and low, as well as those who wreak hostile 

havoc in gentil seclusion or in obscurity. Are they not a far 

greater menace to the social fabric than the mentally retarded? 

Tryon has demonstrated experimentally, with rats at least, a 

heredity component in aggression. What about mandatory sterilizat

ion of schizophrenics, of "habitual criminals", and of women who 

have two illigitimate children? These have all been seriously 

proposed. What about neurotics, alcoholics, or for that matter 

Presbyterians? How about Republicans? or 

Democrats? Are there in the audience any candidates for extinct

ion of their kind? 
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I find it instructive to formulate the problem of excess 

procreation in a somewhat different way that would serve the 

purpose of limiting population growth with the maximum play of 

human intelligence. Suppose each person in society were a 

sanctioned partner in the production of only two children, not 

enough for the survival of the species. Suppose, further, that 

beyond the point of two children he or she would have to have the 

approval of the state to have another child. To me, the attractive 

thing about this proposal is that the only class action proposed 

is a uniform action covering the whole population. It thus has 

an element of fairness that is not evident in class actions direct

ed at subgroups of the population. Further, all choices with 

respect to permission to exercise the capacity of procreation 

beyond a stated criterion level would be made with respect to all 

of the variables involved in balancing individual rights and the 

common good. We would all operate· under the same constraints, and 

not be treated as a subclass of the population, with all the abuses 

that are known so well. 

This proposal would, in fact, probably have a salutary eugenic 

effect. Gifted people, who are sorely needed to make our society 

work, tend to have excellent reproductive competence but to limit 

family size voluntarily. On the · other hand, most mentally retarded 

have an impaired reproductive capacity with a relatively few re

tardates accounting for a disproportionately high number of 

retardate births. Limiting these reproducers to two children would 
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substantially decrease the incidence of polygenic retardation in 

society. 

You can see that I am striving for the same set of rights for 

the retarded as for the general population. Among these rights 

would be the judgment, in individual cases, to limit the exercise 

of reproductive competence, without necessarily limiting the exer

cise of sexual competence, with all its benefits, short term and 

long. This would mean that the retarded individual should have 

the same access to information and technical assistance to limit 

reproduction that is available to the most favored group in the 

population. With an adequate educational program over time, many 

retardates are capable of managing a birth control program. For 

those who cannot so manage, decisions made by others for them to 

balance individual rights and the common good 1m1st be made with 

meticulous care and appropriate checks on judgment to prevent 

arbitrary or capricious intervention. 

I would reject institutionalization as an inhumane means of 

limiting the exercise of reproductive capacity on the part of the 

mentally retarded. Institutionalization may be required as the 

best means of providing the retardate with the kind of living 

circumstance required for the fullest exercise of his limited 

capacities in general, and thus it may often be a desirable and 

moral solution. 

When institutionalization does seem to be the solution that 

best achieves~ balance in the individual rights-c0It111on-good 

.. 
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equation, provision should be made within the institution for the 

exercise of capacity for sexuality. For example, it should be 

possible for institutionalized retardates to be married or to 

live in unions that enrich their lives and build stable and re

warding relationships. Perhaps relatively few institutionalized 

retardates could manage the relationship but they should not be 

denied the opportunity to do so by virtue of institutionalization. 

In the case of Deborah, the reconnnendation of a tubal ligation 

seems not unreasonable although the irreversability of the inter

vention does give one pauseo The reconnnendation is not a class 

action and it reflects the informed judgment of parents and pro

fessional people on what would be best for Deborah. The solution 

is clearly more humane, more favorable to the further exercise of 

competence, than institutionalization would have been. 

The moral fault in Deborah's case lies not in the imposed 

limitation of her capacity to reproduce but in the failure of the 

family and of supporting agencies in society to provide her with 

an adequate growing up experience ~ Deborah will probably be as 

handicapped in her capacity to form and enjoy enduring human 

relationships as she will be in her reproductive capacity. At 

her level of intelligence and with adequate training and education, 

Deborah could probably have learned both to control her reproductive 

functions and to gain the rich and enduring benefits of the exercise 

of sexual competence. Deborah was failed on many fronts, and there 

lies the familiar abridgement of rights of the mentally retarded , 
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SEXUAL RIGHTS OF THE RETARDED 

Richard A. McCormick, S.J. 
Bellarmine School of Theology 

The case of Deborah raises many questions of a 

general kind. But rather , th•n confront these headon 

at the level of generalization, it would be -more fruit

ful from the ethical point of view to allow ,the issues 

to e■erge -- as premises or presuppositions -- from a 

discussion of the concrete - instance -of Deborah. The 

consultation-recommendation on Deborah concludes that 

the •tacts in addition to the attached reports would 

indicate that Deborah is a suitable candidate for a 

tubal ligation,• This may be a very (morally) sound 

conclusion. But unless it is drawn from premises which 

fully attend to the good of Deborah. it risks being a 

conclusion of convenience that could be dehumanizing 

for both Deborah and those responsible for the decision. 

I take it as a defensible generalization that we 

Americans are very often the victims of a rather narrow 

pragmatism. We take the step forward and then think of 

the premium to be paid for progress. Immersed in a 

technologically sophisticated a.tmosphere we are constantly 

tempted to identify the -disappearance of a problem with 

its fully human solution. This narrow pragmatism generates 

isolated tactical de·cisions rather than over-all•-itluman 

strategy. If we are, to be more -than .mere pra·gmatists, 



we must insist that it is never merely the tacts that 

could indicate that Deborah is a suitahl• candidate for 

tubal ligation. It is also and above all the value

judgments one brings to the interpretation of these 

fac.ts. · 

The conclusion that Deborah is a •suitaQle candidate 

for tubal ligation• supposes either that sexual encounters 

cannot be prevented or should not be prevented. It is 

this latter possibility I wish ·to lift out for examina

tion. A ba■ic question.could be formulated .as follows, 

should the responsible guardians of Debor~h encourage, 

tolerate, or try to prevent sexual encounters? There 

are many values at stake in the answer to this questions. 

The prospective offspring has a stake in the answer. 

And thereby so does society, if the offspring is to be 

retarded, or without his own.family • . The parents of 

Deborah have a personal and financial stake in the 

decision • . Deborah (and her partner) has an obvious 

stake in it since her relational life and the fulfillment 

this could bring could be seriously affected. While all 

of these values must function in a balanced ~uman judgment, 

I would .feel much more comfor~able with a value scale 

which gives primacy to the good and growth .of. ·Deborah. 

or at least .begins analysis here. Indeed, it her own 

. -
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good and growth is fully and adequately described, 

it is very likely that the hereditary, familial, and 

societal issues would have to be included and would 

be satiatactorily resolved. 
' . 

What ie best tor Deborah, all things consldered? 
' . 

From my ethical posture, the single most crucial fact 

in Deborah's situation ~a described is her mental 
• • 1 

capacity. It is stated that •Deborah would be unable 

to provide and sustain a mothering relationship to 

any children she might produce,• She has a very 

inadequate notio~ of her own menses, These statements, 
. . 

plus other indi~ations, 'mean that Deborah does not 

understand,· and, I presume for the moment, will° never 

be able to understand, {let alone sustain) a ·genuine 

conjugal relationship. 

Let me expand on the implications o.f this, Sexual 

expression ·derives its fully human meaning from the 
• I •1, 

rela~ionship it expresses and fosters. It is this 

which d~fferentiates it from brute co~p~ing. It is the 
. . . 

relationship which gives sexual exchange its human 
I 

growth value • . As Abel Jeanniere p~ts it succinctlya 

"The gift of the body should be the expressi~n and not 

the culmination 'or· love. It must not. be the terminal 
\ ~ I !, - • j • .. • ~ • 11.J 

point of the man-woman,dialogue, but the beginning of 
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intimacy, the formation of a new history.• (The 

Anthropology .21.. §.!!., 162) 

Within Christendom it has been a respected 
I • 

tradition that sexual intimacy will retain its pro■otive 

character and hence its viabili"ty as a human .experience . . 

only if .it is the language of those who have undertaken 

lasting responsibility. for each other. In other words, 

the love relationship to be expressed and nourished 

through ~exual intimacy is a. special love relationship 

ot totality -- and therefore, of permanence and ex

clusivity. I will not argue the position or expand it 

here. I only wish to• state that the s~lidity of this 

approach ~a the presupposition of my discussion of 

Deborah's situation. ~here is, it is clear, a contem

porary tendency to widen the numQer of relationships 
-

.conside.red to legitimate sexual expression. I see as 

the inevitable effect of this widening the tendency to 

attribute to sexual expression an increasingly independent 
•• • • ' ~ • t° I l ' 

(from the relationship to be expre.ssed and :rostered) 
. . 

value. Hence, I see it ultimately as an attack on the 

significance of .se·xual language, _ its growing triviali-·. 
zation. 

It Deborah cannot really understand and sustain a 

mothering relationship, and if it is proper to infer 
' -
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that she could not understand and sustain a conjugal 

relationship, does it not tollow that a sexual 

relation■hip would not generate truly human growth 

value for her? It she cannot grasp the conj-.gal 

relationship -- its demands, responsibilities, qualities 

-- are we not compelled to conclude that her sexual 

intercourse would be less than sufficiently human? 

Would we not be forced to say that it would be the 

ooupling of humans, but not human coupling? 

At this point, a further question presents itself, 

granted that a sexual relationship could not be fully· 

human for Deborah (and therefore that it would lack 

essential growth value for her), would sne be harmed 

by such activity? Obviously, if she has been sterilized 

and if further noxious complications such as v.o. are 

prevented, there is little clinical harm one ·could 

point to. But does clinical harm of this nature exhaust 

the notion of harm? Possibly not. If Deborah is 

incapable of grasping the relational dimensions which 
, 

humanize sexual expression, is she not ve~y c~ose to the:· 

condition of one whose sexual activity is. viewed publicly 

as •statutory rape•? Statutory rape is a valid legal 
I ~ • • f . . 

category precisely because the ignorance presumably 



associated with laok of age robs one of sufficiently 

full freedom, and leaves the individual in the 

condition of being Mput upon" or "used" in human 

terms. Underlying the legal category of statutory 

rape, it would seem, is our deep moral repugnance to 

the idea that a person may be "used" whether the 

person realize it or not. Must we not say something 

similar of Deborah, regardless of the incidental 

advantages a sexual relationship might have? Her 

condition of ignorance and diminished freedom is not, 

it is true, associated with age. But that does not 

seem to alter the basic lack of fre~dom resultant 

upon her condition. (Here the individualized character 

of this analysis must be underlined. "Retardation" is 

not a univocal term and might yield in some instances a 

sufficient intelligence to escape this conclusion,) 

While I am -far from certain of the validity of this 

analysis in general, or at least i~s decisive character, 

and am still less secure in its application to Deborah's 

situation., I have found it impossible to dismiss the 

point. And if it canhot be dismissed, then it is 

diffipult to see how it is not decisive, Now if it is 
' ' 

truly decisive in Deborah's case, then two assertions 

w~uld seem to follows (1) a genital sexual relationship 

' 4 
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.should -be prevented as :rar as i.s. ·reasonably possib.le 1 

(2) it .it cannot be ·pr.eTented. thei:i the. prospective 

hara (pregnancy) should be prevented by effective 

contraception or sterilization • 

To -:the_ -question, therefore,- about encouraging, 

· tolerating, 9r trying to prevent a aexµal relation

ship in Deborah's situation I would very tentatively 

propose as a baais for discussion that the res·ponsible 

guardians should try to prevent such a relationship, 

But this conclusion' doe~ not as yet yield the more 

concrete statement of the consultation-recommendation . . 
(that Deborah is a· "suitable candidate for tub~l 

lJ?tion•). Other- relevant data wpuld have to lead 

us there -- specif ica;tly, the sexual aggre·si veness of 

Deborah and the impossibility of prot~cting her against 

it by educational or custodial measures which remain 

htm,1ane in her regard. Becau~e· tub~l ligation could 

-ea.sily entail attendant disadvantages destructive to 

Deborah (e.g., _th, reductio~ of parental ·Qr guardian 

concern, the subtle encouragement of sexual encounters, 
I 

tlie di~inishe~· physical and/or psychic integrity of 
< I •'"' 

• J 

De b·orah h it' would seem to be indicated · only when 

' necessary -- concretely, only when lt 'is :j~dged that . . 
other forms of human·e pFevention wi•ll possibiyinot 
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succeed. Or again, once it ie agreed that a sexual 

relationship is hwaanly -inappropriate for Deborah, 

the manner.of prevention itself. appears as a profound 

ethical issue preai~ely because ·the good of Debo~ah 

can be affected by the choice of me•ns. "Isolation 

vs. sterilization" ~•ems to na~row the range of . 

alternatives too quickly, and therefore in a way which 

could bypass the full human -good of the patient. For 

instance, isolation-as-prevention -could. too easl~y 

overlook the genuine heterosexual affective needs of 

Deborah. On the other hand, ·sterilization could too 
. . . 

easily accept and enco·urage (as a satisfaction of these . ~ . . ' 

needs) a sexual relatio~ship which is ~epugnant -to t_hose 

of us who understand and value freedom. 
~ 

What would seem to be called· for is a graduated 

approach which will attempt to meet the .affective needs 
. 

of .the individual (a ·matter which deserves fuller 

discussion than I can give it here) without exposing 

her to irresponsible sexual .activity. Such a graduated . . 
approach might ,.envisage t .ha. ·fotlowing posslbili ties I 

(1) fostering an atm9sphere 'that eduoat_es and channels 

affective responses away from gen~tal expressions 

(2) custodial prevention o~ encounters . lifely to become 

genitally ~exual, (J) contraceptive or surgical ·protection 

.. 

... 
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of the retardate against her own vulnerability 

when other forms of protection will not succee.d 

or would b~ oppressively inhuman. If it is judged 

that a sexual relationship is humanly and morally 

inappropriate f~~ D!tborah, then the task o.f 

responsibility is to satisfy her heterosexual 
.. . . . . 

affective needs in a way which carries the least 
' ' ' 

possible danger. I do not know whether such an 

escalated approach is realistic and possible in 

general, or whether it •~uld be realistic•and possible 
'· 

in Deborah's situation. But as an approach, i~ woula 

seem to be that attitude which attempts to maximize 

· the good and minimize the harm inseparable from 

Deborah's difficult situation -- and therefore, that 

approach which most adequately attends her good, ·her 

growth, her rights. . . 

But does Deborah not have a right to a full sexual 

love? I believe the outlines of a possible answer to 

this question are implicit in what has already been .. ~ . . 

said. Rights must be carefully contextualized before 
0 • t • I I• \,. 

they can be said to be operative in the concret~. For 

inst~nce., ' to say ·tha t a five year old has the right to 

a gun stupidly given him at Chrtstmas is to ascribe a 

. right to him which he could exercise only at hl~ ~wn 
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great peril. If we turn again to the notion of 

statutory rape, we might come to an analogous 

conclusion. Those who are presumably mature 

(sufficiently mature) do indeed have ·per ll. the 

right to full sexual love in the married state. 

On the other hand, the state claims the right, 

correctly in my opinion, to punish those who would 

attempt to exercise this right with youngsters 

presumably incapable of grasping the depth and 

seriousness of the responsibilities implied in such 

conduct, and therefore not free. This implies that 

persons of a certain age, for their own good and that 

of society, do not have such a rig~t or if they 

have it, cannot exe~cise it -- until they are of 

sufficient mental age to act freely in this sphere. 

Must not something similar be said of Deborah? To 

speak of a •right to full sexual loTe• would be to 

speak of a right to a·relationahip which presumably 

she could not fully grasp and theref~re could not 

freely undertake. If the state judges that this right 

does not exist -- or may not be exercised -- as long as 

a person is not free because of age, would not the same 

conclusion apply to the individual who is not free 

because of mental incapacity, regardless of age? It 

would seem so, but the matter deserves a thorough and 

careful discussion. 

L .. . 
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I _ cannot promise you a set of guidelinet:1 suitable either for indivi_dual or 

for societal decisions. This, in fact, is not my ~im, because I am more 

impressed by the uncertainties and the ambiguities impinging on the subject 

than by our ability to establish rules ·acceptable to those who have the power 

to Inake decisions, and at the same time, hum.ane toward those who inevitably 

become the subjects of such rules. I plan, liowever, to challenge your 

imagination and your conscience with the hope that in fut~re decisions the 

haste and caprice to which the retarded have ?ften been exposed, will be 

avoided. 

My comments are not based on meticulously controlled experiments. 

They are derived from nearly a quarter of a century of professional experience 

with_ the retarded, and from some systematic observations conducted by my 

co-:workers and me. I believe that I have gained sufficient insights into the 

behavior and feelings of the retarded to justify some generalizations. At the on-

set, I also want to admit one of my biases. During these past 25 years, most 

of my professional career was devo~ed to directing the program of Pacific 

State Hospital, a.n institution for the retarded in Pomona, California. The 

period included th~ time during which attitudes changed substantially toward 

. -
sexuality in the genera.I population, as well as the retarded; c1;nd sterilization 

of the retarded, once a routine procedure, was virtually abandoned. I 

participated in these developments and may even be credited with having had 

. a certain leadership role. The experiences which led to my decisions 

unq~estionably still influence my thinking. 



+ . • Sex: A Tri-Polar Conflict in Mental Retardation 

George Tarjan, M. D. ** 
Los Angeles, California 

The retarded are second ... clas s citizens ·at best. In part, their status 

is the result of their own limitations, but many infringements upon their 

• 
rights come from the actions of people who claim. that the protection of the 

retarded is their chief aim. The conflicts which result are not easy to s·olve. 

;.s the Task Force on Law of the President1.s Panel on Mental Retardation 

stated nearly a decade ago: " ••• proper protection of rights shades into the 

. h . 1 (p. 24] proper rig t to protection. . 

I have chosen sex to illustrate the dilenunas which confront the retarded, 

their families, and society, for several reasons. First, because even among 
f 

the intellectually average or superior, sex is a highly complex phenomenon. 

When the issues of intellectual impairment and human dependency are super

imposed on the basic problems, matters tend to become less factual, less 

objective, more emotional, an·d more dog~atic. Second, because as a 

psychiatrist, I am interested in this universal hum.an drive and know that, in 

spite of some magical expectati~ns, its impact on the other activities of the 

retarded will not disappear. Third, because I recently participated in a 

conference on eugenic sterilization where I learned that the ~opic of sex, 

with all its ramifications, is highly timely in retar~ation~ 
2 

.. 
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I entitled my paper "Sex: A Tri-Polar Conflict in the Retarded" because 

in the ·area of sex the goals and interests of the retarded individual, his parents, 

a~d society a.re inextricably interwoven, quite often in an anti-polar fashion. 

To siinplify my presentation, I will arbitrarily categorize my comments under 

these three headings; I will frequently refer to institutionalization and 

steriliz~tion because th~se· procedures are almost inseparable from sex where 

the retarded .are concerned. 

The Retarded Individ\J.al 

. I will focus on the mildly retarded. :(n the moderately to profoundly 

retarded, sexuality, at least at the overt level, causes few problems. Their 

sexual drives are limited. In most of the severely retarded, supervision of 

sexual activities is but one facet of the necessary constant protection. Their 

lack of understanding as to what society considers "private" versus 11public, 11 

• 
and parental concerns over masturbation present 1:}te most common diificulties . 

, -

Structured activities and goal directed parental counseling· usually help in 

• . 3 acute situations. 

Howeve·r. the problems are entirely different when the degree of retardatior 

is mild. I do not think that there is any nee·d f<;>r me to describe mental 

retardation in genera1,"
4 

or its milcl. form in particular, but I do believe that 

a few comments about the mildly retarded are in order. This group is compose 

of two distinct classes. 
5 

In the numerically smaller one, retardation is 

accompanied by somatic changes. The impairment is usually caused by 

. 
identifiable pathological for,ces which damage the central nervous system in 
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the same way, though not to the same extent, as in the more severely retarded. 

Individuals _with this type of mild retardation _come from all strata of our 

population. Their limitations in performance are usually noted in most 

aspects of daily life. 

In the members of the much larger group, generally labeled as the 

"socio-culturally" retarded, current biomedical technology cannot ascertain 

any organic pathol(?gy. Their diagnosis is usually established only upon school 

entrance, and during the school years they manifest more severe impairments 
' • 6 

in the classroom than elsewhere. Upon reaching adulthood, they become re-

absorbed in the general po'pulation and retardation is no longer suspected, let 

alone diagnosed. The socially, economically, and educationally disadvantaged . . 

segments of our population are greatly over-represented in th~s group. 

The causation of this form of mild mental retardation is still an enigma. 7 

f 

The rules of genetics obviously apply, but polygenic inheritance, which 

influences intelligence in general, in my judgment, does not play the most 

critical role in causing that major impairment in cognition which is clinically 

labeled as retardation. A multitude of pathological somatic factors, to which 

these cliildren are sequentially exposed, are of greater causative importance. 
I 

By current evidence, the most crucial etiologic factors are the effects ·of inter

personal experiences in infancy and early adulthood. These are customarily 

·1umped together under ~e term "deprivation. 118 

Although these two classes of the mildlr retarded are quite different !rom 

one another in many respects, from the viewpoint of sex1.1~l adjustment 
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sufficient similarities can be noted to justify some generalizations. For 

example. in most aspects of behavior the mildly retarded are more similar 

to the intellectually average than to the more severely retarded. Mild 

degrees of retardation do not significantly alter sexual drive. This point 

needs emphasis because occasionally. even today, •it is assumed that a person 

with an L Q. below a certain number has sexual appetites and proclivities 

which differ qualitatively as well as quantitatively from those found in people 

with a few more L Q. points. This myth goes on to imply that sexual prowess 

has a negative relationship to intelligence, that sexual robustness increases 

as L Q. decreases; and, moreover, that. lack of judgment, incapadty to adhere 

to social norms, inability to control impulses, deficiency in moral values, and 

incompetence in making significant decisions, further complicate matters. 

Such beliefs were firmly ingrained into our general thinking for nearly a 

century, an« were also systematically inculcated into the philosophy of mildly 

retarded persons, particularly those who were institutionalized. These notions 

were rooted more in emotions than in facts. 

The se":ual escapades of some of our highly intelligent people should suffice 

to contradict th
1

ese superstitions, _but I am not sure that this is the case. 

Therefore, I will detail some of our experiences at Pacific as additional 

arguments. During my service there, two develr;;pments occurred simultaneously 

On the one hand, patients gained more independence, responsibility, and 

freedom, resulting in increased.opportunities for unsupervised interactions 

among the sexes: and on the other, sterilization operations were virtually 
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abandoned. Nearby observers and many employees pre.dieted dire consequences: 

But what was the outcome? We found that the elimination of sterilizations did 

not change the daily life p_atterns of the patients either in the hospital or while 

away from our direct supervision. Now, many years later, I can also report 

that the extramarital conception rate of our women patients would have given 

pride to any college -president or high school principal. 

We were intrigued by these observations. R. B. Edgerton soon began an 

investigation into the dating practices of the patients. He reported, in essence, 

that dating relationships were aggressively exclusi_ve; that everyone who was 

dating was going steady; that fidelity was not only highly valued, but was in 

fact demanded and received from partners; that rules of proper. conduct as 

defined by the patients included a decidedly puritanical sexual li!e; that sexual 

ethics were considerably more.delicate than those generally in effect outside 
f 

the hospital; that control of sexual impulses was remarkably outstanding; and 

that the patients learned to accept"the rules of others as well as their own as 

the right rules, and responded punitively to breaches of conduct. 
9 

As another example, I also want to tell you ab1;>Ut some of my correspondence. 

For years, I received letters from physi~ia·ns who were caring for former 

women patients, usually by that time quite happily -married. These colleagues, 

at the requests of their patients, were inquiring about the nature of the surgery 

involved in sterilization, with the hope that corrective proc;edures could be 

performed. It was my custom to point out the legal nature of the operation, to 

state . that mental retardation was the basic indication, and then to give the 

requested information on the surgical technique!· It was not unusual to receive . 
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a reply in which the physician emphasized that whatever the indications for 

sterilization may have been at .one time, they were no longer present; that 

the patient in question was in no significant way different £~om many of his 

other patients; and that, in•fact, some have proven themselves adequate 

mothers of children their husbands had by prior marriages. These 

observations, by the wa:y, are congruent with those of H. ¥. Skeels and his co

workers, who also noted the capacity of young retarded women for child 

10 rearing. 

R. B. Edgerton, in part with G. Sabagh, also studied the general adjust

ment ;,f former patients after the.ir discharge from the hospital. 11 Among 

other things, they were interested in the ex-patients' sexual adjustment and 

in the effects of sterilization upon their lives. In contradiction to other 

investigators, they found that these ex-patients were fully capable of understand 

the meaning and implications of the operation; that even nine to twenty-nine . . . 

years after surgery they had a vivid recollection of the experience; that 

two-thirds of all patients, nearly all of the women, and eighty percent of all 

of those who were married, disapproved of the procedure: that single males 

were most likely to approve; that some pati.ents saw their past surgery as a 

permane~t "brand, 11 constantly reminding them of the diagno~is which was 

attached to them during adolescence; and that many women described the 

consequences of sterilization in hear~rendi~g fashio-~. 12 

I will close my comments on the mildly retarded by reemphasizing a few 

points. We have a general tendency to overprotect .those ,ve call retarded, 

and to belittle their capabilities. Many children and adolescents diagnosed as 



retarded, grow into adults with much greater competenc;ies than indicated 

by earlier professional prognosis. The retarded .are capable of considerable 

self-control, self-governance, and have the capacity to make many decisions 

about their own welfare. Remember that, in the same vein, nearly a decade 

ago the President's Panel urged that " ••• to the maximum feasible ·extent, 

mentally retarded adults should be allowed freedom- -even freedom to make 

their own mistakes. 11 13 [p. lSl] 

The Parents 

The parents of the mildly retarded can be categorized into two groups, in 

a somewhat similar fashion to the retarded themselves. Generally, the groups 

correspond to those described in the previous chapter, although.the overlap is 

not complete. A more accurate segregation of the parents could be based on 

the difference between the child's I. 0. and that obtained through averaging 

• 
those of the parents, beca~se parental reactions toward a retarded child are 

significantly different when the child's L 0. is 40 or more points below those 

of the parents than when this di:t;ference is only 10 points. When classification 

. is done on this basis, the dicho~omy becomes so sharp that almost no statement 

about one group applies to the other. Therefore, the two groups of parents- -

segregated by the latter criterion- -will be described separately. 

The first and smaller category of the parents of the mildly retarded 

represents a cross-section of the population as far as educational, social, and 

economic backgrounds are concerned. Basically, they are "middle class" 

people with intact families and an upward, striving, 11£utur~-orient~d" philosophy, 
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They react to mental retardation as one of the greatest tragedies that can beset 

them. Their psychic equilibrium and their family life are usually significantly 

disrupted by the presence of the retarded chiid. Ordinarily, they go through a 

complex period of adjustment, utilizing a number of psychic defenses before 

tbe.y settle down to the difficult task_ of rational and objective long-term planning. 

Even later on, each crisis in the life of either the retarded child or their own 

rekindles previous conflicts, and can again produce highly emotional over-

5 ·14 
reactions. • 

• 

Parents in gener~l have the capacity, even 'e predilection, to see "ghosts 11 

. . 
and "£ear the worst" when it comes to the behavior of their children. It should 

not be surprising that when the child is retarded these tendencies are exaggerate« 

Parents are apt to view a retarded child as more helpless, more vulnerable to 

bad influences or exploi~ation, and less capable of guarding himself. The 

memories of most clinicians are filled with case histories of parental 

overprotection and the continued infantilization of retarded children. 

Th_e ~mset of puberty in the retarded chilq., often even its anticipation, 

exacerbates parental conflicts. The retarded child may still be completely 

unaware of the irµplications of sexual maturation, but the parents ccl,n already . .· .. . . 
. 

see invisible sign_~ of promiscuity, or fear debauch~d sexual aggressors aTound 

every corner. Even parents of average or brilliant adolescents have difficulties 

communicating with their children about the conflicts of puberty. Wh~n the 

adolescent is retarded additional problems arise, some· based on a lack of 

common language between otherwise sophisticated pa.rents' -and their intellectually 

limited children. Parents may have developed a mode of communication with 

the retarded child around such subjects as learning. school, work, and daily 
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life, but they find ·it frustratingly impossible to convey the story of the •~birds 

and the bees" in simplified language understandable to the retarded. In 

addition, with an average child the "man to man" or "mother to daughter" 

conversation usually takes place at a tune when the adolescent already knows 

much more than the parent assumes he does. The child, wisely, can listen, 

and the parent can thus ~e deluded as to his c;:apacities of informing and 

advising. This may not be the case with the retarded, who may in fact be . -
• 

fully uninformed about sex and incapable of widerstanding the subtleties of 

allegories. 

When parents seek the' help of "experts, " they may well find that the 

experts are not much better prepared than they are. Little is known about 

meaningful sex education of the mentally retarded and I would advocate that 

a~ ~ar as this field is concerned, sex education is equally nee es sary for the 

· 15 
retarded and the parents, - as well as for the professionals. , 

A discussi~n of the parents' possible roles in the sexual activities of 

retarded adolescents would be incomplete without calling at least brief attention 

to the intriguing observations made by A. M. Johnson and S. A. Szurek some 

ZO years ago. While studying acting out behavior in children, they developed 

the thesis that such behavior can result £~om ~e unconscious encouragement 

by the parent who vicariously participates in the pleasures of the deeds while 

subtly carrying out his own hostil~ feelings toward the child. 
16 

If this thesis 

is correct !or intellectually average children, there is no ·reason to assume 

that it would not hold true for some ret~rded childr_en. 
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One significant and ·negative consequence of these conflicts can be parental 

"over--reaction.- 11 I have observed parents who because of fears of possible 

sexual activities of their children, particularly daughters, decide compulsively 

. 
to seek absolute guarantees. They want to be 100 percent certain that the 

unlikely could not, ~nd indeed will not happen. One obvious avenue along the 

search for full ~ssuran~e can lead the family onto the road toward permanent, 

or at least lon~-term, institutionalization. 

I consider it unfortunate that an adolescent girl may be placed in a 

. 
custodial situation mostly as the result of either the conscious wishes or the 

'Unconscious fears of her parents. My concerns are accentuated because under 

these circuinstances even ordinary institutionalization does not suffice. The 

parents are apt to object to any degree of freedom even on the well supervised 

campus of a residential :facility, believing that every opportunity will lead to a 

breach of conduct. They proceed, therefore, to negotiate for, or demand, 

-!urther .restrictions. - Expfana.tio~~ based on· general observations about the 

relati~ely good behavior of most retarded girls are insufficient, a _s is the 

argument that no parent can be absolutely sure about the sexual activities of 

any child, regardless of whether the I. Q. is 65 or 165. 1n the defense of the . . 

parents. however, I want to note that to a large extent they·are reflecting the 

general attitudes of our society as exemplified by the fact that until not very 

long ago, one of our otherwis•e enlightened states maintained an institution for 

"mentally defective women of childbearing age. 11 

It is also not unusual that parents be_come much more. concerned about 

pregnancy than .about sexual activities and hence seek sterilization of their 
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daughters. My experiences ~ this particular area made me wonder about 

one of the statements in the Report of the Task Force on Law of the 

President's Panel, which states: "Retarded children, like normal children, 

usually enjoy the 'natural guardianship' exercise.d by parents." 1 [p. 2.S] 

~is may well be correct, but unconscious corµlicts can readily transform the 

quality of su~h guardianship. Once before I raised doubts about the unqualified 

acceptance of parental consents for sterilization, asking whether parents 

. 
should be. permitted to deprive their children permanently of the opportunity 

of reproducing me rel~ on the basis of their own concerns or fears? 
2 

I will now brie~y comment on members of the second group of parents of 

the mildly retarded. Though numerically they represent a ·larger class, as 

yet we know much less about them. They come from our impoverished 

segments. Broken homes are more common and the families are "present

oriented. 11 .Child rearing pra<;tices are out of step with the middle cla·ss model 

. . . 
and intellectual pursuits are not highly valued. Hence, mild degrees of 

retardation in themselves probably do not produce major intra-family 

psychopathology. In fact, the degree of retardation which is readily diagnosable 

in the school or in the medical clinic, go.es otherwise unnoticed. The parents 

generally do not seek help from ordinary s~cial institutions, and at time~ even · 

resist interventions out of their generalized supe~stitions of the establfshment. 

With reference to my main theme, that is, concerns over sexual activities, 

requests for institutionalization or sterilization usually do not originate within 

this type of family. Interventions are mostly externally hp.posed at the 
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instigation of some agent of society. Often, the parents cannot accept the 

wisdom of professionci:1 recomme~dations because they do not see their 

"retarded" chi~d as being significantly different from their other children. 

In several respects I agree ·with them, and doubt the wisdom of institutional

ization or steriliz~tion of their adol~sc·ents simply because they happen to 

score below an arbitrary cutoff point on cert~in psychometric tests. 

Society 

The clinical solutions of parent-child conflicts in mental retardation, in 

thems~lves, seriously challenge the ·ethics and skills of professionals. The 

latte rs I roles as significant _agents of soc'iety, further serve to complicate 

their dilemma. To focus on selected societal issues, I will start by calling 

your attention to- the fact that in any deliberation about sex, emotionalism is 

apt to plar an important part. As ·an example, let me assume that at a 

gathering o!'important social decision-makers, someone proposes that in 

humans sexual desires, activities, and pleasures should be fully separated 

from matters of reproduction. It is highly probable that long arguments would 

result. The-powers of basic biological rules, of religion, of philosophy, logic, 

ethics, and esthetics, together with many other forc;es, would soon be invoked. 

Posing the original argwnent the other way, i.e. that sexuality is an essential 

human drive only insofar as it serves procreation, would not alter the situation. 

A similar set of rhetoric would result and the same questions would remain 

unresolved. 
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When the problems of mental retardation are added to such discussions, 

only more heat is produced, with ~ess illumination. Even a cursory review 

of the ideas and deeds o! some of the professional and social leaders in the field 

·during the last 100 years, calls clear attention to the !act that thoughts on 

sexuality and reproduction were inseparable as far .as the mentally retarded 

were concerned. It soon becomes obvious that none of the overt or covert 

compromises, accepted or overlooked daily in the lives of the intellectually 

average or superior, are to be tolerated in the retarded. 

A search for such key terms as "castration" or "asexualization" in M. H. 

· 17 
Haller 1s book on eugenics gives witness to society1 s basic attitudes which 

have consistently led to the impositiqn of different rules on those individuals 

18 
deemed as 11surplus. 11 Such review also calls attention to the fact that 

among all the possible target groups--which on one occasion ranged froin those 

suffering from insanity or idiocy to those afflicted with gout, cancer, or 
f 

tuberculosis- -the retarded were usually seen as being most readily available 

for social action. Probably t}ie ·most surprising if not shocking result of. such 

an historical excursion is that these and similar concepts found. ready acceptance 

well into the 20th Century. Justice Holmes' dE:claration that "Three generations 

of imbe~iles a.re enough" dates back only to 1927. 17 [p; 1391 

The close association between social concerns with mental retardation and 

human reproduction can also be cleaned from the roster of the American 

Breeders' Association's Committee on Eugenics established in 1906. Several 

of my distinguished predecessors from the field of retard~tion were included 

in that group. The subjects of eugenics and retardation have remained 
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interwoven for many decades. Hence, some conunents on eugenics are in 

order. Though the aim of the eugenic movement was 11the improvement of 

the hum.an race by better breeding" and though its original action plan 

contained a balanced portfolio, most social attacks instigated by the eugenicists 

were committed only in one direction. It _was the eugenicists I hope to create 

a world in which each child would be assured· vigorous health and an able mind 

through the encouragement of the reproduction of those with desirable traits . 
and the restriction of propagation of those with undesirable ones. But the 

laws which resulte~ always targeted on prohibitions and their implementations 

usually focused on the retarded. 

Even il I were to agree with the basic tenets of the eugenicists- -and after 

all, it is hard to.disagree with the noble aim of inlproving the human race--! 

would still be concerned with that logic which, for reproductive purposes, 

equates high• L Q. with desirable traits and ·a low one with the opposite. 

Individuals with the same I. Q. , high or low, are quite variable in other 

characteristics. We must remember that the tests of intelligence were 

originally constructed for predicting success or failure in classrooms, and not 

for their validity as tools in human evolutionary engineering. Unfortunately, 

they were constructed at a time when influential eugenicists saw neither the 

muscular, nor the diligent, nor the socially conscious, but rather the smart 

Inan as the ideal human. I doubt that 'the intelligence tests represent a good 

single scale upon which an individual's contribution to hwnan evolution can 

be measured. 
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Let me now approach the issues from an opposing and probably more 

puritanical angle. About a decade ago, th~ President's Panel's Task Force 

on Law stated: "Mental retardation in and of itself should not be a legal 

d . lif" . f . . 11 l [p. 2 l] Th t f th" dm .. 1squa 1cahon or marriage. e accep ance o 1s a on1hon 

~c:ludes an approval of all components of.the marriage CQntract, in~luding 

the right or privilege of reproduction. Yet, still a decade later, it is not 

unusual to hear legislative or professional voices advocating the elimination 

of reproductive capacities as a prerequisite for the marriage of the retarded. 
i • 

This then, brings me back to institutionalization and sterilization. As 

long as both have as their primary aim.the restri,ction of procreation, and as 

long as one does not subscribe to this principle, institutionalization and 

sterilization only represj!Iit alternatives in undesirable solutions. One 

accomplishes its goal basically by geographic restraint, the other by surgical 

means. I have already commented on institutionalization in the previous 

chapters, and will therefore ~peak• only about sterilization at this time. 

For the mom_ent·I will even assume that we are no longer considering 

externally imposed or involuntary sterilization, and that I can therefore 

restrict myself to voluntary procedures. Even under these circumstances, a 
' I 

new set of dilemmas confront us. It derives from two facts: first, that the 

consequences of sterilization are essentially permanent; and second, that the 

question of surgery usually arises during adolescence. The most important 

derivative question is: Who should be authorized to give the necessary 

informed consent? 
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Children, in general, are not considered to be mature enough to authorize 

. . 

even relative~y inconsequential surgical proc':!dures, and by definition retarded 

children and adolescents are even less competent than those of average 

intelligence. In many states the laws pertaining to retardation define the 

condition as one which interferes with a person's capacity to manage his own 

affairs with o~dinary prudence. Moreover, retarded children are highly 

suggestible, and an authoritative figure can readily influence a retarded 

adolescent to follow any suggested course, including sterilization. I doubt, 
• I 

I 
therefore, that their consent can be considered as a truly informed one. 

I have already' expressed my concerns over parental consents and pointed 

out that parental decisions are often influenced by highly emotional forces. 

What then about society as a whole, and its right to act on behalf of the 

adolescent? Can it designate selected arbiters and authorize them to provide 

an informed, consent? Could these guardians rationally decide what is 'right 

and just, for example, for a 16-year-old girl on the basis of the symptoms 

which are readily observable at the time, but which often disappear when the 

girl reaches_ adulthood? Ii they are to take into account any eugenic 

considerations, they should also realize that the I. Q. alone is insufficient as . . 

an objective criterion. I further doubt that some other scale specifically 

. . 
deyeloped to serve human evolution would do any better--in fact, I do not think t: 

such a scale could be constructed. Even were I proven wrong, the scale would 

still remain subject to the pitfalls of reliability and the arbit'rariness of the 

cutoff point necessary for practical decisions. Society_'s chosen arbit.ers would 
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be left to act on the basis of intuition ·and clinical judgment, and such an 

approach might not prove to be sufficiently objective for initiating a surgical 

procedure that has permanent consequences. 

I would feel differently if the question of sterilization were to arise at a 

time when the mildly retarded person in question is of age. In my judgment, 

the mildly retarded are capable of making many significant decisions about 

their lives and destinies, and I agree with the statement of the Task Force on 

Law of the President's ·panel: "To·the extent that voluntary sterilization may 

I 
be considered a right; as .it is by some people, it is one to which the mentally 

retarded person sholtld have access if he is c;pable of voluntary action. 111 [p. 
22

: 

The acceptance of this principle at least minimizes the judgmental difficulties wl 

otherwise confront everyone involved in authorizing sterilization during 

adolescence. In this fashion, the dilemma can be restricted to a determination 

. . 
o! the retarded adult's capacity for a voluntary aclion, a much simpler.and less 

, 
emotionally laden question. 

Finally, I want t~ comment on one point less directly related to the specific 

issues discussed in this paper. The entire problem of retardation and its 

relationship to reproduction or eugenics is only a small component of a much 

larger dilemma that confronts mankind, i.e., the explosive growth of the huxnan .. 

population. I expect that when an ethical solution i-s found for this overriding 

issue, the specifics pertaining to the retarded will fall into perspective. 

In closing, let me predict that the conflicts about which I spoke will not dis -

appear. The debates will continue and I expect that many of you will participate 

in them. I hope that I raised sufficient doubts to deter y'ou from an absolutist 

approach toward the retarded. 
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